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Abstract

Maxwell's equation div D = p in one dimension is solved nume-

rically, taking ionization into account. Time independent

anode sheath and double layer solutions are obtained. By

varying voltage, neutral gas pressure, temperature of the

trapped Uit* on the cathode side and density and temperature

of the t # fed electrons on the anode side, diagrams are con-

structec .rat show permissible combinations of these para-

meters, hjesuits from a recent experiment form a subset. Distri-

bution £'nations, the Langmuir condition, some scaling laws

and a pa . •ible application to the lower ionosphere are discus-

sed.
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Introduction

In recent experiments (Torvén and Andersson 1979, Torvén and

Lindberg 1980, Andersson 1981)» double layers have been

studied in magnetized plasmas under conditions where a low

but not negligible rate of ionization has been essential

for sustaining the plasma on the anode side where there has

been no plasma source. Andersson (1981) showed that a partial

understanding can be gained from a numerical time independent

solution of Maxwell's equation divD = p in one dimension

when ionization both in the layer and the plasma is taken

into account, but apart from this no theoretical models seem

to have been published for this kind of double layer. Langrauir

(1929) certainly discussed double layer formation due to

ionization, and Andrews and Allen (1971) constructed a model

for a constriction double layer, but they considered ioniza-

tion only outside the layer.

Other theoretical models usually refer to collision-free con-

ditions with plasma sources on both sides. For reviews on

double layers, see Block (1978), Carlqvist (1979) and Torvén

(1979).

The purpose of this paper is to present more systematically

numerical time-independent solutions of Maxwell's equation

divD = p in one dimension when ionization also within the

layer has been considered. Several parameters are varied within

ranges relevant to the experiment (Andersson 1981). The sta-

bility of these solutions against perturbations is not dis-

cussed here; a time independent solution may however be a

suitable starting-point for a later stability analysis.

Assumptions and method

Maxwell's equation divD = p gives in a one-dimensional, time-

independent case



where the spacv charge p is determined by the densities of

both accelerated and trapped particles (table 1). As in

Andersson (1981) we assume a waterbag distribution for the

accelerated electrons front the cathode side at V=0 (fig. 4;

table 1) giving

(2)

and for the electrons trapped on the anode side

neth< V ) * neth{Va> «*P<<V-Va)/Vea> (3)

Analogously, the density of ions trapped on the cathode side

is

nith ( V ) = nith< 0 ) exp(-VA'ic) (4)

and the density of accelerated ions, created with zero velo-

city by i

given by

city by ionization due to the accelerated electrons , is

niz(V' = é"~ (2e' '

assuming that the potential is monotonic from V to V_ and
cl

time-*independent. The electron current density is i =
1/2

« n e^2eVde(/'me' (table 1), and the electron mean free
path (in m) for ionization is \±z * l.SS/fpPĵ ) where P±(V) is

the average number of ionizing collisions per electron and

cm at 1 torr, 0°C, and p is the pressure in Pa (at 0°C?

Brown 1959). P, (for Ar+) is approximated by the broken line

in fig. 2a (inset). To get the correct space charge from (5)

when also Ar is taken into account, /Jp^Ar ) has been

1) Thermal electrons are not assumed to ionize.



added/ giving the full line in fig. 2a (inset) as an approxi-

mation.

Formula (5) can be derived by integrating the ion distribution

function

§£

When a gas atom is ionized, also a new electron is created.

This electron is supposed to be thermalized quickly and contri-

bute to n_tn# unless an anode sheath (with n fcn = 0) is con-

sidered, when it disappears quickly into the anode due to

its low mass and contributes little to n .

Due to the integral (5), the integration of Poisson*s equation

(1) is started at V = v (usually by a p = 0 approximation
a

discussed later) and repeated a number of times, varying V i c

(or dV/dz(V ) for an ordinary anode sheath) until an accep-

table solution is obtained. Simultaneously/ n**.u i s corrected

for n±z so that p(V=0) = 0.

Results

a. Solutions without trapped electrons

Let ur first look at some ordinary anode sheath solutions

with n e t h = 0 (fig. 1) as the double layer in the experiment

(Andersson 1981) evolves from such a sheath. Va * 35V;

p « 0.0565 Pa (curve a) and the values in table 2 refer to

this experiment. A sheath solution can be found also when

p is increased to 0.3 Pa (curve b), but not any more at 0.35 Pa;

curves c-f show some unsuccessful attempts. Velocity distri-

butions at V = 0; 15 and 30 V for curve a are shown in fig. 4

for electrons (feacc(v)) and ions due to ionization (
fiz(v),

broken line; calculated from formula (6)).

Another kind of anode sheath solution (also with nfitn = 0) is



attempted in fig. 2. In this case the integration is started

with a small electric field so chosen that n. from formula
xz

(5) makes p = 0 after the first step Az. At p = 0.0565 Pa

(curve a-d) levelling out at V = 0 is impossible? in trying

to reach V = 0 the program automatically increases V. so
xc

much that the Bohm condition is violated and the wrong sign

of p is obtained. If p is increased to 0.21 Pa (curve e)

successful solutions are obtained, but not any more when

p = 0.3 Pa (curve f).

Curve e in fig. 2 is by definition a double layer (although

it is attached to the anode) with n .. = 0. How this is pos-

sible is seen in fig. 2b; ionization in the volume allows n^

to increase above n when V decreases which is not possible

for a strong collision-free double layer. If a (table 1)

is calculated for curve e, a = 1.30 is obtained (whereas

a = 1 is the so called Langmuir condition). This, together

with values from other cases, is also found in fig. 8 discussed

later.
b. Solutions with trapped electrons

If a trapped electron population with density n .. and tem-

perature V „ is included on the anode side, double layer solu-
63

tions can be found at lower pressures, fig. 3. Here

p = 0.0565 Pa as in the experiment (Andersson 1981), and

V _ = 5v (also reasonable for this experiment). The density
63

on the anode side has been varied (by varying netR) from
na » 1 x io

15 m~3 (curve a) to 2 * 1015 m"*3 (curve b) and
15 -33 x 10 m (curve c). Curve b, whose value of n, corresponds

best to the experiment, is the only successful solution. For

thi3 curve, a = 0.89, and the velocity distributions £Ä___(v)

and fiz(v) (full lines) are found in fig. 4. The high propor-

tion of ions with low energy (relative to V _ * 5V) at V = 30V
CO

(curve c), still more pronounced closer to Vfl = 35V, may seem

to violate the Bohm condition. However, this condition has



been derived for a collisionless case when the densities are

functions of the potential only; hence it is strictly speaking

not applicable when there is volume ionization (it is appli-

cable on the cathode side, however).

When n is so high relative to n , ( V ) , it is difficult
a G3CC <*

to start the integration immediately at V = V,. The difficulty

is shown schematically for the first few steps enlarged in

fig. 3a, inset. The three starting steps are so chosen that (1)

gives p < 0 (implying v" > 0, equation ( D ) , (2) gives

p = 0 (V"*0) and (3) gives p > 0 (V"< 0). The following steps

are a consequence of equation (1) and the integral (5); how-

ever, the integration cannot continue as soon as V < 0 for

a step due to the integral (5). A successful start should be

between case (2) and (3), but the "window" is in reality ex-

tremely narrow and difficult to find. Therefore, a p = 0 solu-

tion with several steps has been used as a good approximation

before the integration proper; the transition is marked by

dots on the curves in fig. 3. The p = 0 solution is always

kept as short as possible; when n ., = 0 as in fig. 2, one
etr.t — —

short p = 0 step suffices due to its higher V in this case.

By varying the length of this solution in fig. 3 it has been

checked that no appreciable erroi: is introduced in the double

layer solution. Oscillations of n^ often appear at the tran-

sitior however, and soiaetJTies even deraiJ the integration by

making V* < 0.

To trap the thermal electrons on the anode side in fig. 3, a

reversed electric field is needed at z > 1.6 cm. This is easily

provided by a mirror solution, terminated by the anode at a

suitable potential V^ < Va. In the experiment, there is also

an intermediate plasma where the ion current i3 radial

(Andersson 1981) . but this cannot be. included In this one-

dimensional model.

c. Variation of the parameters

Calculations similar to those in fig. i were used in Andersson



(1981) to establish an upper limit for ordinary anode sheath

solutions when pressure and voltage are varied; this limit

is reproduced here as curve 1 in fig. 5. These parameters

have now been varied also for the double layer solutions;

n .. - 0 (as in fig. 2) g4ves curve 2 in fig. 5, and
15 —3

n = 2 x 10 m , V = 5V (as in fig. 3, curve b) givesa »sa

curve 4 in fig. 5. These values for curve 4 are from the

experiment (Andersson 1981), and the agreement with the experi-

mental curve 3 is also good above 0.05 Pa. The discrepancy

at lower pressure is not surprising; in the experiment these

double layers were too unstable tc allow measurements, and

e.g. a lower n could be the explanation,a

That double layer solutions with a gxven voltage can be ob-

tained at different pressures by varying n is shown in fig. 6

for V, = 35V and 10QV. The explanation is that varying n_

changes the length of the structure (as in fig. 3a), thereby

changing the ion production, and this can be compensated for

by changing the pressure. No upper limit is known for n j
a

however, numerical instabilities after the transition from

the p = 0 solution to tl»e integration proper make it increasing-

ly difficult to get solutions when n^ xs increased and p

decreased.

An increase of the temperature of the trapped electrons has the

same effect as an increase of n,, and can thus be counter-
a.

balanced by a decrease of the pressure, or, if the pressure

is fixed, by a decrease of n a, fig. 7. Above Vfia = 5V a new

effect prevails: the thermal electrons penetrate deep into

the double layer, thereby diminishing the positive space

charge, and this must be counterbalanced by increasing n .
• ' a

In fig. 8, finally, it has been tested to what extent the

Langmuir condition « = 1 is fulfilled by plotting a (V"a). The

symbols are from fig. 5 and give a(V ) for double layers with
n .. » 0 (curve 1), and with n = 2 x 10 1 5 m~3, V » 5Vecn a ea

1) With kind permission from the author



(curve 2). Some combinations of p and V in fig. 5 that do
a.

not give double layers, but nevertheless solutions that extend

below V = 15V-V. (fig. 2, inset), thus giving a definite value

of a, have also been included. For double layers with V =3!>V
a

the two bars a and b show how a varies i*" n^ and V are
— ~ 3. ea

varied as in figs. 6 and 7 respectively. Deviations from the

Langmuir condition, especially at low voltage, are seen, as

in Andrews and Allen 11971). One would expect i to approach

unity at higher voltage, but at least for curve 1 this is

not the case. This nay be due to the fact that this kind of

double layer can never become "strong" in one respect; an

appreciable portion of the ions will always be created within

the layer and thus have a lower energy than corresponds to

the double layer voltage.

Scaling laws

Although some of the parameters have been kept constant

(table 2), it should nevertheless be possible to extend these

results to other conditions (at least approximately) by using

the following scaling laws.

a. From formula (1) - (5) it can be seen that if for a given

successful double layer solution 1/z , n , n.., , n .. and- J ec ith eth

p are all multiplied by a constant k, then all the k:s

cancel and a new double layer solutio.* has been found (this

is scaling by the Debye length together with a necessary

adjustment of p for the ionization).

b. Similarly, a new doable layer solution can be found by mul-

tiplying 1/p and P.V^-/^Tny the same constant. This means

a new gas, encj although a gas with P.. (V) - const, x P.(V)

for argon may not exist, an approximate scaling should

nevertheless he possible in some cases.

c. Furthermore, if v(. v_, v. . V V f V , and z2 are multi-

plied by k and \/ m. /ra" pi-. 'V'i is rppJacecl by './sn./w, pp. (kV))/k,

a new double layer solution is found. Alternatively, n ,
2

n. . anri na.t instead of z can be multiplied by k if

{/rnTTin̂  pP^ (V) is replaced by ((/ntj/nr pP̂ ^ (kV) )/fä. Again,

this means a new gas, and although a gas with these proper-



ties may not exist, a rough scaling nay be possible by ob-

serving that for higher double layer voltages most of the

ionization occurs at energies where P.(V) does not vary

much.

Discussion

The calculations above have shown that double layer solutions

are possible for a wide range of parameters when the ions on

the anode side are created by ionization due to the accelerated

electrons, and that the double layers in a recent experiment

(Andersson 1981) form a subset. Some approximations have been

made in that ionization due to thermal electrons has been dis-

regarded, as has the truncation of the maxwellian distribution

due to the loss of sufficiently energetic particles, and in

that a waterbag has been assumed for the accelerated electrons.

Simple estimations show that the errors thus introduced are

negligible, however. More serious is the fact that in the ex-

periment we have a 3-dimensional, time dependent phenomenon

whereas this model is one-dimensional and time independent.

Again, the agreement with the experiment shows that this model

is a meaningful approximation locally at r = 0, although it

cannot explain the transition from an anode sheath to a double

layer. The fact that it was not possible to get a stable double

layer closer than ftj 10 cm from the anode (excessive ions were

then accelerated radially) raises the question of the stability

of these solutions, however, and of what would happen in a

physical situation when also the ions are magnetized and cannot

escape radially (as in e.g. an ionospheric application). It

is hopad that future research will answer this question.

Finally, let us make a rough attempt to scale these double

layers to ionospheric conditions, disregarding the differences

in plasma composition as we are only interested in orders of

magnitude here. With n -x> 10 T?. 'J and a double layer voltage

of 200 - 35 V we can have p * 0.005 - 0.05 Pa (fig. 5), which
18 19 —3

means a neutral gas density n *» 10 - 10 m .In the iono-

sphere this value of n is found at an altitude of about
9 11 -3

115 - 100 km where, however, n is only » 1 0 - 1 0 m (see



10

e.g. Jones and Rees 1973 or Valley 1965). If we scale our so-

lutions to nn i* 10 m~ (case a under "Scaling laws" above) t
9 1 1 - 3 ~ '

we get ng * 10 - 10 m , and in this case both nn and n

agree with the densities at an altitude of 200 km, the lower

value of ne being applicable in the night. On the other hand,

if we go to much higher altitudes than this, n becomes to

low relative to ne for this kind of double layer. According

to Albert and Lindström 1970, there are indeed indications

from rocket experiments of double layers of 100 - 200 V at

altitudes of 200 - 300 km. If so, our simple scaling shows at

least that ionization due to the accelerated electrons may be

important, although conditions in the ionosphere are much

more complicated. A more realistic model has to be time dependent

and take the actual chemical composition, among other things,

into account.

In conclusion, double layer solutions with ionization have been

found in agreement with experimental results, and simple scaling

suggests a possible application to the lower ionosphere. An

understanding of the stability and time evolution of these

double layers requires time dependent models, however.
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TABLE 1 - DEFINITIONS DL - Double layer, A = Anode, C • Cathode

V = kT /e = m v /2e: Electron temperature for a maxwellian
G G © fi

distribution
V : V for trapped electrons on A side of a DLea e "

V. : temperature for trapped ions on C side of a DL or A sheath

V, = m vl /2e: v, = electron drift velocity on C side of a DL
de e de de

or A sheath

V = m v2V2e: Electron "temperature" for a waterbag distri-
GC G ©C

bution on C side; refer to fÄ___ in fig. 4

mz m.: Electron and ion masses

i ; i,: Electron and ion current densities
G X

n _: Electron density on C side
6C
n. : Density on A side of DL at Va a

n, : Ion density due to ionization

: Density of thermal ions from C side

n i Density of accelerated electrons

n . _: density of thermal electrons from A side

p - e(nrne) - e(niz+nith-neacc-neth)

Vft : Maximum potential on A side (relative to C side)

VA : Anode potential (VA = Vft only if neth » 0)

TABLE 2 - Parameters that are not varied

Våe" 1 # 6 V ; Vec ^ °*4 V

(m./mÄ)
1/2 « 269.8 (argon)

X G
n « 1.5 * 1015 m"3ec

P (ionization probability) for argon as in fig. 2a, inset



Figure captions

Fig. 1: a) Attempts to find ordinary anode sheath solutions

at different neutral gas pressures. The integra-

tions have started at V = 35 V and dV/dz has been

varied to find solutions that level out at V = 0.

This is possible at p = 0.0565 Pa (curve a) and

0.3 Pa (curve b), but not at 0.35 Pa (c-f? shifted

0.1 cm for clarity). V., = IV; see table 1 and 2.

b) Electron and ion densities for the curves a, b and

e in fig. la (shifted for clarity).

Fig. 2: a) Attempts to find double layer-like anode sheath

solutions (n ., = 0) by choosing dV/dz for the

first step at z - 2 cm so that it gives p = 0. In

this case V. has been varied to find a solution

that levels out at V = 0. At p = 0.0565 Pa (curve

a-d) this is not possible; V. has been increased

from IV (a) to 5.62 V (b), 7.50 V (c) and 7.53 V (d).

At 0.21 Pa (curve e, vlc = 1.43 V) levelling out

at V = 0 is possible, but not any more at 0.3 Pa

(curve f, V±c = 0.11 V). See table 1 and 2.

Inset; Approximation of ionization probability versus

electron energy for argon (explained in the text).

b) Electron and ion densities for curve e in fig. 2a.

Fig. 3: a) Attempts to find double layer solutions with trapped

electrons on the anode side, n .. has been varied so
etn .,. .,

that na (table 1) at 35 V is 1 x 10 m'* (curve a),

2 x iol3 m"
3 (curve b) and 3 * io15 m'3 (curve c).

Levelling out at V - 0 is possible for curve b with
Vic ~ 1 # ö 7 V' b u t n o t f o r c u r v e a (Vic = l v " 5' 6 2 v )

or c (Vie « IV - 0.11 V). 10"
3 Xiz U i 2 = electron



mean free path for ionization) at 35 V and 10 Debye

lengths (AD) for n&r ~ 1.5 x 1015 m~3, Ve = 5 V are

given for comparison, p = 0.0565 Pa; V * 5 V;

see table 2.

Inset: The difficulty of starting the integration at
Va ~ ^5 Vf G X P i a i n e d i n tJ":e text.

b) Electron and ion densities for curve b in fig. 3a.

The dots on the curves indicate the transition from

the p = 0 solution to the integration proper (also

found in fig. 3a).

Fig. 4: Velocity distributions for accelerated electrons

(f ) and for ions due to ionization (f. ) at
63CC XZ

V = 0 (curve a), 15 V (b) and 30 V (c). The full

lines in f. refer to the double layer in fig. 3a,

curve b, and the broken line to the anode sheath in

fig. la, curve a at the same pressure.

Fig. 5s Permissible potential differences versus neutral

gas pressure for anode sheaths and double layers.

Region A: No solutions that level out at V = 0 exist.

B: Only ordinary anode sheaths are possible. C: Anode

sheaths and double layers are possible. D: Only ordi-

nary anode sheaths are possible due to lack of ioni-

zation.

The symbols denote attempts to find solutions.

I: Double layers with n .. = 0; II: Double layers

with n, = 2 x io15 a"3 and VÄa = 5 V, a) Levelling

out is possible at V > 0 only? b-d) successful solu-

tions that level out at V - 0 with V ± c within the

indicated ranges (in volts); e) the curves cannot

level out. In addition to the theoretical curves

1, 2 and 4 an experimental curve (3) is given.

Other parameters: Table 2.



Fig. 6: Density on the anode side versus neutral gas pressure

for double layers with V = 100 V (I) and 35 V (II).

a-e as in fig. 5. V = = 5 Vj see table 2.

Fig. 7: Density on the anode side versus temperature of the

trapped electrons for double layers with V_ - 35 V;

p = 0.0565 Pa; table 2. Symbols as in fig. 6.

1/2Fig. 8: a = (i./i^)(m /m.) ' versus double layers voltage.
6 1 6 1

a = 1 is the Langmuir condition. The symbols are

from fig. 5j curve 1 refers to n .. = 0 and curve 2

to n = 2 x io15 m~3, V = 5 V. Other values are

obtained if n or V „ is varied; bar a shows the

variation of a (for Va = 35 V) for 0.31 •$ na « 2.5

(x 10 1 5 m ~ 3 ) , Vea = 5 V, and bar b for 0.5 V (top)
* Vea ^ 1 0 V (b0^01") * n a

 = 2 x l o 1 5 ra~3*
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